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Real-Time Event-Triggered Object Tracking in the
Presence of Model Drift and Occlusion

Mingyang Guan, Changyun Wen, Fellow, IEEE, Mao Shan, Member, IEEE, Cheng-Leong Ng and Ying Zou

Abstract—In the paper, we propose a novel event-
triggered tracking (ETT) framework for fast and robust visual
tracking in the presence of model drift and occlusion. The
resulting tracker not only operates at real-time, but also
is resilient to tracking failures caused by factors such as
fast motion and heavy occlusion. Specifically, the tracker
consists of an event-triggered decision model as the core
module that coordinates other functional modules, includ-
ing a short-term tracker, occlusion and drift identification,
target re-detection, short-term tracker updating and on-line
discriminative learning for detector. Each functional module
is associated with a defined event that is triggered when
a set of proposed conditions are met. The occlusion and
drift identification module is intended to perform on-line
evaluation of the short-term tracking. When a model drift
event occurs, the target re-detection module is activated
by the event-triggered decision model to relocate the target
and reinitialize the short-term tracker. The short-term tracker
updating is carried out at each frame with a variable learning
rate depending on the degree of occlusion. A sampling-
pool is constructed to store discriminative samples that are
used to update the detector model. Extensive experiments
on large benchmark datasets demonstrate that the proposed
tracking algorithm can effectively detect model drift and
restore tracking, and more importantly, it outperforms the
state-of-the-art approaches in terms of accuracy, efficiency,
and robustness.

Index Terms—visual tracking, drift identification, event-
triggering, re-detection, machine learning.

I. INTRODUCTION

Long-term visual object tracking is an important problem in
computer vision, with a wide range of applications such as
in human-computer interaction, automated surveillance, robot
navigation and many others. Great progress has been made in
recent years [1]–[8]. Yet numerous practical factors, such as
heavy occlusion, appearance variation, illumination variation,
abrupt motion, deformation and out-of-view, can easily lead to
model drift and thus they need to be taken into account.

The long-term visual tracking is a complicated yet systematic
task, which cannot be solved independently through either
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tracking or detection. Several interesting trackers are proposed
recently to address the long-term tracking problem, for instance,
in [9] and [10]. In [9] an on-line random forest detector is
proposed and in [10] short-term and long-term target appearance
memories are stored to estimate the object location in every
frame, and corrects the tracker if necessary. However, detection
on each frame is a complex and time-consuming task as the
detector needs to search a large area to find the target candi-
date with the highest response, while tracking usually predicts
approximate location of the target with priori information and
searches the target within a small neighboring region. In many
applications, rapid visual tracking is essential to ensure required
system performances. For instance, in a scenario where an
autonomous robot is to follow a given target, the planned path
based on the tracked target is used as a reference trajectory
for controlling robot and should be available promptly for
implementing control actions, which requires the target to be
tracked real-time in various conditions. On the other hand, it
should also be noted that detection occurring at each frame is
redundant in many cases. Actually, there is little change between
two consecutive frames when the time interval is small and
in this case just using tracking model without detection can
accurately track the target [1]. Thus it is unnecessary to carry
out detection at each frame, since short-term tracking algorithm
could accurately track the target in most scenarios.

Recently in [11], a tracker named LCT is proposed to activate
object re-detection in case of model drift. However, the moment
of activation directly relies on the comparison of the confidence
of current prediction with a predefined threshold, which could
lead to unnecessary triggering of its re-detection module in
many cases and thus increase computational cost. Thus, how to
identify the model drift accurately is a critical problem, as object
detection and model updating at right time will significantly
improve the tracking accuracy and also accelerate the tracking
speed. In [12] an approach named ROT is proposed to identify
the occurrence of occlusion for target patch, and if so, an optimal
classifier is chosen from the classifier-pool in terms of entropy
minimization. However, occlusion does not mean tracking fail-
ure in many scenarios and most short-term trackers are able
to tolerate certain level of occlusion except for heavy or long-
term partial occlusion. Furthermore, directly replacing current
tracking model with the optimal classifiers trained beforehand
increases the probability of tracking failure, since it loses the
latest frame-to-frame translation information, which is important
to short-term tracking. In this case, it is preferable to weaken the
weight of noisy samples so as not to contaminate the tracking
model, by learning samples discriminatively via excluding heavy
occlusion/background samples and decreasing the learning rate
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for partial occlusion.
Motivated by the above discussions and inspired by the idea

of event-triggered control proposed in control engineering [13],
[14], an event-triggered tracking (ETT) framework with an
effective occlusion and model drift identification approach by
measuring the temporal and spatial tracking loss is proposed
in this paper, in order to simultaneously ensure fast and robust
tracking with the required accuracy. A flowchart of the proposed
tracker is given in Figure 1. Note that the proposed tracking
algorithm is not simply to employ short-term tracker interleaved
with detection model. Also as seen from the detail comparisons
presented in Table I, the proposed approach has distinguishing
features compared with existing drift-alleviating algorithms,
which are reviewed and discussed in Section II.

The proposed tracker is mainly composed of the following
five modules: a short-term tracker, occlusion and drift identifi-
cation, target re-detection, short-term tracking model update and
on-line discriminative learning for detector. An event-triggered
decision model is built as the core component that coordinates
these five modules. The short-term tracker is used to efficiently
locate the target based on transformation information among the
continuous frames. The occlusion and drift identification module
evaluates current tracking state. If model drift is detected, the
corresponding event will trigger the re-detection module to
detect and reinitialize short-term tracking model. The tracker
model updating is carried out at each frame, while the learning
rate is dependent on the degree of occlusion. A sampling-pool
is constructed to store discriminative samples and use them to
update detector model.

The main features of the proposed approach and contributions
of this paper are summarized as follows.
• A systematic ETT framework is built by decomposing the

visual tracker into multiple event-triggered modules which
work independently and are driven by particular events.
It also allows future upgrade so as to introduce more
sophisticated models.

• An occlusion and drift detection method is proposed
by considering the temporal and spatial tracking loss. It
enables the event-triggered decision model to accurately
evaluate the short-term tracking performance, and to trigger
the relevant module as needed.

• A bias alleviation sampling approach for SVM model is
proposed. A sampling-pool with support samples, high con-
fidence samples, and re-sampling samples, is constructed
to alleviate the influence of noisy or mislabeled samples.

• Weighted learning for short-term tracking model is applied,
which will learn partial occlusions weakly and reject the
heavy occlusion samples completely.

With such a novel event-triggered tracking (ETT) framework,
the tracker is able to obtain a more robust short-term tracking
performance and also properly address model drift problem
for long-term visual tracking. Our proposed scheme is tested
on frequently used benchmark datasets TB-100 [15]. From
the experimental results presented in Section V, the proposed
tracking scheme yields significant improvements over the state-
of-the-art trackers under various evaluations conditions. More
importantly, the proposed tracker runs at real-time and is much
faster than most of the online trackers such as those in [3], [6],
[10], [11], [16], [17].

II. PROBLEM FORMULATION AND RELATED WORK

Visual tracking has been studied extensively with numerous
applications [18]. In this section, we briefly review some meth-
ods closely related to this work and formulate our problems.

A. Trackers with Drift Alleviation/Re-detection
To alleviate the drift problem, some approaches have been

proposed by detecting occlusion in order to avert poor model
updating or detection tracking failure to re-detect the target
and thus reinitialize tracking model. Ma et al. [11] use a
discriminative correlation filter to estimate the confidence of
current tracking state to detect tracking failures and train an
online learned random forest classifier to re-detect the target.
Further improvement is achieved by maintaining long-term and
short-term memory of target appearance to restore the tracker
when tracking failure occurs [19]. Dong et al. [12] propose
a classifier-pool to identify whether the current tracking state
is occlusion or not, and an appropriate tracking strategy is
proposed for each different states. Yang et al. [20] propose to
a occlusion sensitive tracking approach by discovering orthogo-
nalized templates, which decompose the residual term into two
components in observation model to deal with occlusion cases.
Zhang et al. [21] propose a discriminative feature selection
method which couples the classifier score with the sample
importance to enhance the robustness for visual tracking.

Other approaches alleviate the drift problem through detecting
the target at each frame to compensate for the drift produced by
tracking model. Kalal et al. [9] decompose the tracking task into
tracking, learning, and detection where tracking and detection
complement each other to alleviate the drift problem. Yu et al.
[22] divide the multi-object tracking task into four processes
(i.e.active, inactive, tracked and lost processes, respectively).
Then a Markov Decision Process is introduced to estimate the
state transition. Hong et al. [10] introduces a biologic-based
model to maintain a correlation filter-based short-tracker and a
long-term memory of SIFT key-points for detecting the target.

Generally, the tracking-learning-detection frameworks in [10]
and [22] consume substantial computation resources since the
re-detection is carried on each frame, while [12] and [11] cannot
detect model drift correctly or relocate the target effectively
when heavy occlusion or out-of-view happens. In this paper,
an occlusion and drift identification model is proposed to trace
the tracking failure and thus re-detect the target, in order to
avoid these problems.

B. Correlation Filter Based Tracking
Recently, correlation filters have been widely used in visual

tracking [1]–[3], [5], [10], [11]. The correlation filter-based
trackers can train a discriminative correlation filter efficiently
based on the property of the circulant matrix in the frequency
domain to achieve satisfactory tracking performance in com-
putational efficiency and accuracy. Bolme et al. [2] initially
apply correlation filter to visual tracking by minimizing the total
squared error on a set of gray-scale patches. Henriques et al. [23]
improves the performance by exploiting the circulant structure
of adjacent image patches to train the correlation filter. Further
improvement is achieved by proposing Kernelized Correlation
Filters using kernel-based training and HOG features [1]. Danel-
lijan et al. [5] propose adaptive multi-scale correlation filters to
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Fig. 1. A framework of the proposed tracking algorithm. The correlation tracker is used to track the target efficiently. The tracker records the past
predictions to discriminate the occlusion and model drift. The event-triggering model is used to produce triggering signals, labeled in different colors, to
activate the corresponding subtasks, respectively. The detection model is used to re-detect the target when model drift happens.

cover the scale change of the target. However, these correlation
filter-based trackers are sensitive to long-term occlusion or
out-of-view problems as they update tracking model without
considering whether the current prediction is accurate or not
[1], [5]. To address this limitation, our proposed tracker updates
the short-term tracking model discriminatively by filtering out
the heavy occlusion/background samples and decreasing the
learning rate for partial occlusion.

C. Deep Learning Based Tracking
Deep learning models have been widely explored for visual

tracking problem and achieve favorable performance [24]–[26].
Zhang et al. [26] formulate the tracking problem as a generative
model, where the tracking results are directly employed as
the filters in the convolutional layer of CNN. Tao et al. [24]
utilize a Siamese network to estimate the similarities between
the previous target and the candidate patches. Wang et al. [25]
propose a sequential tracking method of convolutional neural
networks for visual tracking, which utilizes an ensemble strategy
to avoid over-fitting the network. Generally, the deep learning
based tracker can achieve top performance in accuracy on many
dataset such as VOT [27], TB-100 [15], but the tracking speed is
still slow due to the high dimension of the entire deep feature
space. To accelerate the tracking speed, Held et al. [28] pro-
pose GOTURN tracker without online training, which learns a
generic relationship between object motion and appearance from
large number of videos offline and achieve 100+ FPS tracking
speed. However, the accuracy is not satisfactory enough.

D. Technical Comparisons Among Similar Trackers
Although the idea of fusion tracking, learning, and detec-

tion together is not new in the literature, how to incorporate
them properly to improve the tracking performance is still a
challenging problem. Different from similar state-of-art trackers,
the proposed approach uses the concept of event-triggering to

build a novel tracking framework, in which each module works
independently and is only driven by its corresponding event.
To achieve this, an occlusion and model drift detection model
is constructed by measuring spatial and temporal tracking loss.
Detailed technical comparisons are listed in Table I. According
to the experimental results presented in Section V, the proposed
tracker achieves significant improvement over the listed trackers
in terms of both tracking accuracy and speed. Especially, even
though LCT tracker discussed in the introduction has similar
modules to the proposed tracker, as listed in Table I, the tracking
accuracy of the proposed ETT is significantly higher than that
of LCT while the tracking speed is almost the same.

TABLE I
Technical comparisons among similar state-of-art trackers.

TLD [9] LCT [11] MUSTer [10] ROT [12] MDP [22] ETT
occlusion

identification × × × √ × √

drift
identification × √ × × √ √

object
detection

√ √ √ × √ √

re-detection
on demanded × √ × × × √

weighted
learning with

occlusion
× × × × × √

III. EXISTING TECHNIQUES USED IN OUR PROPOSED
TRACKER

In this section, we present some preliminaries about correla-
tion filter tracking and online-SVM classifier.

A. Techniques in Correlation Filter-based Tracking
Recently, correlation filter-based trackers [1]–[3], [5], [10],

[11] have enhanced the robustness and efficiency of visual
tracking. Generally, a translation correlation filter Ft and scale
correlation filter Fs are integrated together to perform translation
and scale estimation respectively.
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To perform translation estimation, a typical correlation filter
Ft is trained on image patch x of M ×N pixels, where all the
cyclic shifts of xm,n are training samples with ym,n being the
regression target for each xm,n, (m,n) ∈ {0, 1, ...,M − 1} ×
{0, 1, ..., N − 1}. The goal is to find a function g(z) = wT z,
where w is determined in such a way that the following objective
is achieved:

min
w

∑
m,n

|〈w, φ(xm,n)〉 − ym,n|2 + λ‖w‖2 (1)

where φ denotes the mapping to a kernel space and λ ≥ 0 is a
regularization parameter.

Expressing the solution w as
∑
m,n αm,nφ(xm,n) converts

the optimization problem from variable w to α. The coefficient
α can then be obtained based on the properties of circulant
matrices:

α = F−1

(
F(y)

F(〈φ(x), φ(x)〉) + λ

)
(2)

where F and F−1 represent the Fourier transform and its
inverse, respectively. From the properties of Fourier transform,
we can compute the filtering response for all candidate patches
by substituting (2) to g(z)

f̂(z) = F−1(F (〈φ(z), φ(x)〉)�F(α)) (3)

where � denotes the element-wise product and ĝ(z) is an
estimation of g(z). The translation is estimated by finding the
patch with the maximal value of ĝ(z) through (3).

To handle the scale problem, a one-dimensional correla-
tion filter Fs is trained on Q image patches, where pyramid
around the estimated translation location is cropped from the
image. Assume that the target size in the current frame is
W × H and let P denote the account of scales s ∈ {εp|p =
b−P−1

2 c, b−
P−3

2 c, ..., b
P−1

2 c} where ε is a parameter repre-
senting the base value of scale changing. Then all Q image
patches Is with size sW × sH centered around the estimation
location are resized to the template size for feature extraction.
The optimal scale ŝ is given as the highest correlation filter
response of image patch Is.

B. Techniques in Discriminative Online-SVM Classifier
We consider a linear classifier of the form f(x|ω, b) = ωT x+

b, where ω is the weight vector, b is the bias threshold. Suppose
we have one previously trained model and a set of new training
samples xi ∈ Rn. The online learning algorithm trains the model
at trial t is confined to use samples from past t trials, which can
be regarded as solving the following optimization problem

min
ω

1

2
‖ω‖2 + C

t−1∑
i=1

`γ(ω; (xi, yi)) (4)

where yi ∈ {1,−1} is the binary label of xi, parameter C
controls the trade-off between the complexity of ω and the
cumulative hinge-loss of ω, `γ is the hinge-loss function [29].

Using the notion of duality, Eq (4) can be converted into its
equivalent dual form as

max
β
Dt(β) =

t−1∑
i=1

βi −
1

2

t−1∑
i=1

t−1∑
j=1

βiβjyiyjKij

0 ≤ αi ≤ C,
t−1∑
i=1

βiyi = 0,

(5)

where Kij = K(xi, xj) is a symmetric positive definite func-
tion, such as Gaussian function.

Therefore, the online-SVM algorithm can be treated as an
incremental solver of dual problem [29], where at the end of
trial t the algorithm maximizes the dual function confined to the
first t− 1 observed variables. Finally, the optimal parameter ω
could be easily obtained by using existing convex optimization
tools, such as LIBSVM [30].

Algorithm 1 Event-triggered tracker
input: initial bounding box r0, image sequence {It}T0
output: estimated bounding boxes {Bet }T1
Initialize correlation filter and online-SVM classifier by using Be0 and I0
for t = 1 : T do
Bc ← correlation filter prediction bounding box
Ltx◦,p◦ ← δLSxs + (1− δ)LTp◦
// Triggering each events
if Ltx◦,p◦ > Tfail

Do object re-detection by finding Br ← maxhi ω
TΦ(Bi) + b

Reinitialize correlation filter by patch (It, Br)

Bet ← Br & Continue tracking next frame
if Tocc < Ltx◦,p◦ < Tfail

ξo ← ξn
Tfail−Ltx◦,p◦
Tfail−Tocc

if Ltx◦,p◦ < Tocc
ξo ← ξn
Do re-sampling for update detector model
if Ltx◦,p◦ < Tap and mrs > ε

Do detecting model update
Do correlation filter update
Bet ← Bc

end for

IV. THE PROPOSED TECHNIQUES

In this section, the details of newly proposed techniques in-
cluding occlusion and model drift detection and event-triggering
conditions are given with reference to Figure 1.

A. Occlusion and Model Drift Detection

One of major issues in visual tracking is to handle model drift
and also occlusion, as they are prone to result in tracking failure.
Factors leading to model drift include illumination variation,
fast movement, appearance change and occlusion. It should be
noted that occlusion can be considered as a separate issue for its
generality and challenge in visual tracking. The drift problem
could also be alleviated by adjusting the learning strategy of
short-term tracking model when occlusion occurs.

To better assess the short-term tracking process, two criteria
are defined and then fused to verify current tracking state:

Criterion 1 (Spatial locality-constraint). For any accurate
tracking frame, a patch which is closer to the center of the
prediction should be more similar to the target, and vice versa.
Otherwise, this criterion cannot be met if the present tracking
is incorrect or in the presence of occlusion or drift.

Denote ES(·, ·) as a metric that defines the similarity between
two patches, cgt is the center of ground truth patch, ci and cj are
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the centers of candidate patches. According to Criterion 1, an
accurate tracking frame should satisfy the following condition.

ES(cgt, ci) < ES(cgt, cj) if ||cgt − ci||2 < ||cgt − cj ||2 (6)

Criterion 2 (Temporal continuity). The cumulative estimation
loss for short-term tracking within a recent temporal window
should be close to zero if the predictions given by short-term
tracker are accurate or without drift, and vice versa.

Denote ET (·, ·) as a metric for measuring estimation loss.
P (·) and P

′
(·) are two prediction models, Pgt(·) denotes the

ground truth. From Criterion 2, an accurate tracking in a
predefined time window should obey the following condition
if P (·) is more accurate than P

′
(·).

∆∑
i=0

ET (P (t−i), Pgt(t−i)) <
∆∑
i=0

ET (P
′
(t−i), Pgt(t−i)) (7)

where t is the number of tracking frame. Note that the cumula-
tion loss is computed in a time window to achieve a robust loss
estimation.

Based on Criteria 1 and 2, two tracking losses are proposed
and fused to evaluate the short-term tracking performance.

1) Spatial Loss Evaluation: Following Criterion 1, a spatial
loss evaluation is designed. Denote all the possible candidate
patches within a square neighborhood of the t-th prediction
patch x◦p,t as x◦ = {It, ui, vi, wp,t, hp,t}Nsi=1, where It is the
image of the t-th frame, (ui, vi) denotes the position, (wp,t, hp,t)
represents the scale of current prediction x◦p,t, Ns is the number
of patches. A real-valued linear function f(Φ(x◦i )|ω, b) =
ωTΦ(x◦i )+b with details given in III-B is employed to estimate
the confidence score for each patch x◦i , where Φ is a mapping
from the original input space to the feature space. Meanwhile,
the label for x◦i is produced by calculating the overlap rate with
x◦p,t.

L◦(x◦i |x◦p,t) =
area(ROIx◦i ∩ROIx◦p,t)
area(ROIx◦i ∪ROIx◦p,t)

(8)

In this paper, we use Kullback-Leibler divergence [31] to assess
spatial loss defined as:

LSx◦ =
∑
x◦i∈x◦

f(Φ(x◦i )|ω, b)log
f(Φ(x◦i )|ω, b)

L◦(x◦i )
(9)

where f and L◦ are the normalized form.
2) Temporal Loss Evaluation: Such an evaluation is designed

according to Criterion 2. The main objective of the temporal loss
function is to evaluate the accuracy of the short-term tracker in
a recent time period. Let the desired confidence score be LT .
Denote the estimated patches of recent ∆ predictions as p◦ =
{Ii, ui, vi, wi, hi}ti=t−∆, where ∆ is the size of the temporal
window. The temporal loss function is defined as:

LTp◦ =
1

∆ + 1

t∑
i=t−∆

$t,i‖f(Φ(p◦i )|ω, b)− LT ‖22 (10)

where ‖·‖2 is 2-norm, $t,i denotes the weight for each past
prediction, such as forgetting curve e−

t
ρ and uniform distribu-

tion. Set LT for each prediction to +1 since the confidence
f(Φ(x◦i )|ω, b) should be close to +1 if current prediction is
accurate.

Fig. 2. Illustration for drift detection and restoration. The bounding boxes
colored in green, red solid, red dash and yellow denote ground truth, ETT
prediction, the prediction without re-detection and corrected results after
detecting tracking failure, respectively.

Finally, the tracking loss at the t-th frame is the fusion of
spatial loss and temporal loss.

Ltx◦,p◦ = δLSxs + (1− δ)LTp◦ (11)

where δ ∈ [0, 1], which is a weighting factor to balance the
spatial loss and temporal loss.

A smaller tracking loss represents better tracking perfor-
mance. Two thresholds Tfail and Tocc are initialized to clas-
sify the tracking state into normal tracking, partial occlusion,
and drift/heavy occlusion. The tracking state is set to drift if
Ltx◦,p◦ > Tfail, or partial occlusion if Tfail ≥ Ltx◦,p◦ > Tocc,
otherwise set to normal tracking. However, a fixed threshold
may not be an appropriate way for various video sequences. In
this paper, a threshold learning approach is proposed to update
Tfail and Tocc adaptively by considering the recent tracking
losses Lx◦,p◦ = {Lix◦,p◦}ti=t−∆ in relation to the current
threshold. Let θd and θo denote the learning rate for Tfail and
Tocc respectively. The adaptive thresholds are defined as

T = T + θ(
1

∆ + 1

∑
Lx◦,p◦ − T ) (12)

where T = {Tfail, Tocc} and θ = {θd, θo}. An upper and a
lower bound are set for T to avoid adaptive threshold becoming
too large or too small. Figure 2 illustrates the process of drift
detection and restoration. The black line denotes the tracking
loss for each frame, and the blue line is the tracking drift
threshold, which is adaptively changed according to (12).

B. Event-triggered Decision Model

As previously mentioned, the tracker consists of multiple
modules, each of which is intended to conduct a subtask of the
entire visual tracking. An event for each module is associated
with a set of conditions. When those certain conditions for an
event are met, the event becomes active and triggers the corre-
sponding subtask to be executed. The details of the proposed
events are summarized in Table II.

Let E denote the event set, i.e E = {Ectmu1,Ectmu2,Erdm,
Ehor,Edmu,Ent}. Each event in the set is independent of the
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TABLE II
The feature representation for the defined events.

Event Notation Function Description
Correlation Tracking
Model Updating 1

(CTMU1)
Ectmu1

Updating the correlation tracking model when
no model drift or occlusion happens

Correlation Tracking
Model Updating 2

(CTMU2)
Ectmu2

Updating the correlation tracking model when
partial occlusion happens

Heuristic Object
Re-detection (HOR) Ehor

Re-detecting the target when model drift
happens

Re-sampling for
Detector Model (RDM) Erdm

Extracting the new positive and negative
samples based on current frame and pushing

them to the sampling-pool when the prediction
is accurate

Detector Model
Updating (DMU) Edmu

Updating the detector model when the model is
not suitable for current appearance

Normal Tracking (NT) Ent
Continuing the short-term tracking when no

drift is detected

Model Drift ?

HOR Event Occlusion ?

Partial
Occlusion ?

Heavy
Occlusion ?

CTMU2 Event
NT Event

NT EventCTMU1 Event
NT Event

DMU Event

N

N

Update Detector
Model ?

N

Y

CTMU1 Event
NT Event

Y

Y Y

Re-sampling ?

Y

RDM Event

N

Y Y

Input

Fig. 3. Illustration of the event-triggered decision tree. The event-triggered
decision model will produce one or multiple events based on the input from
occlusion and drift identification model, which provides the information of
short-term tracking state evaluation.

others and has two states, i.e active or inactive, represented
by 1 or 0, respectively, to indicate the executing status of its
corresponding subtask. If all the conditions of an event are met,
then its state turns to active. For instance, the state of Ehor being
active indicates that model drift is detected, then the re-detection
module will be triggered to relocate the target, otherwise re-
detection module is in inactive (sleeping) state. During the
tracking process, the aforementioned six events are verified
sequentially and the state for each event is set accordingly.

It is essential to cooperatively integrate these events such that
the tracker is able to carry out the entire task efficiently and
robustly. In this paper, we use the information collected from
occlusion and drift diagnosis model, as detailed in Section IV-A,
and a decision tree to build an event-triggered decision model,
as shown in Figure 3.

1) Correlation Tracking Model Updating: The correlation
tracking state could be classified into normal tracking, tracking
with partial occlusion and tracking with model drift or heavy
occlusion. Generally, model updating for tracker and detector
should be carried out when the first two situations are met but
not for model drift or heavy occlusion, since noisy samples will
cause model pollution. However, long-term partial occlusion
also has a great impact on the model, thus using a learning rate
smaller than that in normal tracking is necessary. According to

the discussions in Section IV-A, the corresponding events for
updating short-term tracker on the situation of normal tracking
and partial occlusion are proposed respectively as{

Ectmu1 = {Ltx◦,p◦ < Tocc}
Ectmu2 = {Tocc ≤ Ltx◦,p◦ < Tfail}.

(13)

Based on the aforementioned observations, the learning rate
for correlation tracker is computed as:

ξo =


ξn, if Ectmu1 = 1

ξn
Tfail−Ltx◦,p◦
Tfail−Tocc , if Ectmu2 = 1

0, otherwise

(14)

where ξn is the learning rate for normal tracking. The learning
rate on the situation of partial occlusion decreases linearly from
ξn according to occlusion degree.

Therefore, the translation filter Ft and scale filter Fs in
Section III-A could be updated with the learning rate ξo as{

x̂t = (1− ξo)x̂t−1 + ξoxt

α̂t = (1− ξo)α̂t−1 + ξoα
t

(15)

where x̂t and α̂t are the learned object appearance and parame-
ter of correlation filter, respectively. They are considered as the
respective estimation of xt and αt, and thus used to determine
ĝ(z) in (3).

2) Heuristic Object Re-detection: The object re-detection
module is triggered when tracking failure is detected. Thus the
event Ehor is proposed as follows:

Ehor = {Ltx◦,p◦ > Tfail} (16)

In this case, most existing short-term trackers cannot recover
from drift since the model is contaminated due to inappropriate
updating on noisy samples. To overcome this problem, a new
discriminative appearance model should be used to relocate the
target and reinitialize the currently polluted short-term tracker.

In the proposed tracking algorithm, we implement a discrim-
inative online-SVM classifier detailed in Section III-B as our
detector. Given a frame I , the state of a sample is represented
by a bounding box B = {It, ui, vi, wi, hi}Nbi=1. The feature
extracting from sample Bi is denoted as hi = Φ(Bi). Then
the detection task is converted to the following problem:

max
hi

f(hi|ω, b) = max
hi

ωTΦ(Bi) + b (17)

where ω and b are the optimized parameters of SVM model.
As the number of bounding boxes Nb to be evaluated is large

for the holistic frame, the classification process requires a huge
amount of computation. However, the detection process could
be accelerated based on the past tracking performance, which
provides important information about the area where the target
possibly locates. Let C(bc, r) denote the circular region with
center point bc and radius r. Suppose that rb is a predefined
basic radius. Then according to mean value of past tracking
loss, r could be adaptively adjusted as

r = rb(1 +
1

∆ + 1

t∑
i=t−∆

Lix◦,p◦) (18)

because the bigger the mean tracking loss indicates, the higher
the possibility that the target is lost or far away from current
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prediction. By considering the priori tracking information, the
detector could always find an optimal searching region without
sacrificing accuracy.

3) Detector Model Updating: A robust tracking model nor-
mally needs to be updated continuously based on current predic-
tion to capture the appearance variation of the target. However,
this semi-supervised learning has its drawbacks. Firstly, it is
sensitive to new samples. The noisy or mislabeled samples will
cause catastrophic results to the original model. Secondly, due
to continuous accumulation of new samples, the sampling-pool
would become increasingly larger, which significantly slows
down the on-line learning process.

To overcome the above problems, the following sampling-
pool T is constructed to robustly update SVM model.

T = Tsup
⋃
Tconf

⋃
Trs (19)

where Tsup denotes support samples from previous SVM model,
Tconf is the set of samples with high confidence of being posi-
tive or negative, which is obtained by collecting the nsup farthest
samples from the model margin. The primary objective of Tconf
is to keep the model robust to noisy or mislabeled samples. Trs
is the set of new samples sampled between previous training
stamp and current training stamp. The maximum capacities of
Tconf and Trs are set as Mconf and Mrs respectively. When
the maximum capacity is reached, some samples need to be
removed randomly. Set Trs will be reset to empty once the
SVM model is retrained. Figure 4 illustrates the principle of
sampling-pool.

It is unnecessary to update the detector model as frequently
as short-term tracking model since the detector model is not
sensitive to small variations of appearance among consecutive
frames, while the retraining process is time-consuming. Gen-
erally, the updating should be executed when the model is not
suitable for the current appearance, which may be caused by, for
example, large appearance variation. The reasons are: 1) sam-
ples with small appearance change have a high probability of
locating outside the margin or overlapping with existing support
vectors based on the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) conditions
[32], which have little impact on SVM model. 2) the samples
with high appearance variation are likely to reside around
the margin of SVM model, which would have a remarkable
influence on the current model and make it more generalized.
With the above observations, and letting mrs = mrs+ +mrs− ,
which is the current size of Trs, an event Edmu is now proposed
to activate the updating of SVM model as follows:

Edmu = {Ltx◦,p◦ < Tap ∩mrs > ε} (20)

where ε and Tap are predefined constants. Tap is a threshold for
huge appearance changing.

4) Re-sampling for Detector Model: Re-sampling happens
when triggered by the event defined in Eq (21). Then the event
Erdm is proposed as

Erdm = {Ltx◦,p◦ < Tocc} (21)

which means that the current prediction is accurate. In this
case, the tracker will sample nrs+ patches around prediction
as positive samples and nrs− patches far away from prediction
as negative samples, which are then added to Trs. When
Trs ≥ Mrs is full, some redundant samples will be removed
from the sampling-pool Trs.

...... ...

.........

Positive
samples

Negative
samples

Support samples
Samples with high
confidences Resampling

(a) The composition of positive and negative sampling-pool

pos
nS

1
posS

neg
nS

2
negS

1
negS

2
posS

...

Negative support samples

...

......

Positive samples
with high confidence

neg
mT

pos
mT

1
posT

1
negT

Negative samples
with high confidence

(b) Updating for sampling-pool

Fig. 4. Illustration of the representation: (a) shows the composition
of sampling-pool, which is divided into three portions, namely, support
samples, high confidence samples and re-sampled samples; and (b)
shows the updating methods for the first two parts in (a).

5) Normal Tracking: The event representing normal tracking
is defined as

Ent = Ectmu1 ∩Ectmu2 = {Ltx◦,p◦ < Tfail} (22)

It also indicates that there is no model drift detected. In this case,
the short-term tracker could continuously perform tracking task
even with partial occlusion, and the re-detection module will
not be activated for the disturbance from environment is under
the tolerance of short-term tracker. In this case, the prediction
given by short-term tracker is still considered reliable. Overall,
the proposed method is illustrated in Algorithm 1.

V. EXPERIMENTS

A. Implementation Details
Two different types of features are applied to the proposed

tracking algorithm. Specifically, HOG features with 31 bins and
4x4 cell size are used in the short-term tracker, while 300 Haar-
like features with 6 different types and 50 bounding boxes are
adopted to train and test the online-SVM classifier. The pa-
rameters for the proposed ETT tracker are specified as follows:
The parameters for correlation filter based short-term tracking
is the same as in [5]. The number of past predictions ∆ is
used to detect occlusion and tracking failure/drift, which should
neither be too small to make drift detection sensitive, nor too big
to make drift detection unresponsive or dullness. Empirically,
∆ = 20 will provide a quite satisfactory performance. The
initialized occlusion threshold Tocc and failure/drift threshold
Tfail are set as 0.3 and 0.6 respectively. The lower bounds for
Tocc and Tfail are set as 0.2 and 0.4, respectively. and upper
bounds are 0.4 and 0.8, respectively. The learning rate θd and
θo for Tfail and Tocc are set to 0.01 and 0.015 respectively. The
threshold for huge appearance changing Tap is set to 0.25. The
value of δ is set to 0.45. Empirically, there is little influence for
tracking accuracy when δ is set between 0.3 to 0.7. In all the
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(a) Results for CVPR2013 [33] dataset
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(b) Results for TB-50 sequences in [15]
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Fig. 5. Quantitative results on the benchmark datasets. The scores in the
legends indicate the average Area-Under-Curve value for precision and
success plots respectively.

experimental tests with different schemes, these parameters are
set to be the same for the whole testing sequences.

TABLE III
Comparisons among baseline trackers with the best results displayed in

red.

TB-50 [15] TB-100 [15] Mean FPS
DP (%) OP (%) DP (%) OP (%)

DSST [5] 57.7 46.4 63.0 52.0 37.7
ETT−RD 59.4 49.1 66.0 55.2 27.0
ETT−FD 66.9 54.5 73.6 61.1 6.5
ETT−DU 67.8 55.4 73.7 61.4 21.0

ETT 71.3 59.0 76.2 63.7 18.1

B. Evaluation on CVPR2013 [33] and TB-100 [15] Dataset

The CVPR2013 [33] contains 50 videos. The TB-100 [15]
is expanded from CVPR2013 [33] which contains 100 videos.
In order to facilitate an in-depth analysis, the authors in [15]
select 50 difficult and representative sequences from the whole
dataset. This subset is denoted as TB-50 [15]. Note that the 50
sequences in TB-50 are different from those in CVPR2013 [33].

a) Components Analysis: To evaluate the contribution
made by each module, we test following variations of the
proposed method with a combination of different modules. a)
ETT−BASE: the baseline tracker of the proposed method. In
our method, we implement DSST [5] as our baseline tracker.
b) ETT−RD: the ETT tracker without target re-detection
module. c) ETT−FD: the ETT tracker without occlusion and
failure detection module which means detection will occur at
each frame. d) ETT−DU : the ETT tracker without online
discriminate learning for detector module, the detector model

is trained by using samples collected from first 5 frames and
then it is fixed in the following frames. e) ETT : the proposed
overall event-triggered tracker.

As shown in Table III, it can be concluded that 1) weighted
learning for correlation filter tracker has provided certain ability
to address occlusion when comparing ETT−RD with baseline
tracker. 2) Occlusion and drift detection is useful when com-
paring ETT−FD with ETT . Due to the occlusion and drift
detection module in ETT , the tracker could alleviate the influ-
ence from noisy samples and improve the accuracy. On the other
hand, it greatly increases the tracking speed by re-detecting
the target only when needed. 3) Comparing ETT−DU with
baseline tracker, it can be concluded that re-detection is an
effective way to restore tracking failure. ETT−DU has a weak
detector since it only trains a detection model by the samples
collected from first 5 frames, even though ETT−DU improves
more than 9 percent compared with baseline tracker. 4) The
online discriminate learning is helpful when comparing ETT
with ETT−DU , since it could improve the adaptability of
detector to handle various environment changing. With all the
modules, the proposed tracker improves around 11% than the
baseline tracker in terms of overlap precision.

b) Quantitative Evaluation: The proposed ETT approach
is compared with eleven state-of-the-art trackers (MUSTer [10],
LCT [11], LCT-Deep [19], SRDCF [17], Staple [3], MEEM
[16], DSST [5], TLD [9], ROT [12], KCF [1] and STRUCK
[6]) on CVPR2013 dataset [33] and its extended version TB-
100 dataset [15]. The precision and success plots1 over these
datasets are presented in Figure 5.

According to Figure 5, it is observed that the proposed
method achieves a similar accuracy on CVPR2013 [33] com-
pared with LCT-Deep [19] and MUSTer [10], while surpasses
the state-of-the-art trackers both in accuracy and precision by a
large margin on TB-100 [15]. Especially on more challenging
dataset TB-50 [15], the proposed method also achieves favorable
performances when compared with other trackers. According to
Figure 5 (a) and (c), due to more challenging sequences added to
the CVPR2013 [33] dataset, including great deformation, long-
term occlusion et al. , the performance of all other trackers
are degraded while the proposed method almost maintains the
same performance. This is owing to that the proposed failure
detection and event-triggered target re-detection can promptly
and effectively handle these challenging attributes. As shown
in Figure 5 (b) and (c), the proposed method outperforms the
second best tracker (LCT-Deep and SRDCF) by almost 4 percent
in terms of overlap success rate and distance precision.

Actually, qualitative comparisons are also conducted. But due
to page limit, the comparison results are not included this paper.
These results demonstrate that our tracker is able to locate the
targets in these complicated scenarios more precisely than the
other state-of-the-art trackers. Overall, the proposed ETT tracker
outperforms the state-of-the-art trackers in terms of overlap
success and distance precision.

c) Comparisons on different attributes on TB-100: To
thoroughly evaluate the robustness of the proposed ETT tracker
in various scenes, we present tracking accuracy in terms of 8

1The average Area-Under-Curve score is different with the score
at a specific threshold, i.e. the distance precision score of MEEM in
CVPR2013 at the threshold of 20 pixels is 0.83 while the average AUC
score is 0.743.
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TABLE IV
A time consumption comparison. The mean overlap precision (OP) (%), distance precision (DP) (%) and mean FPS over all the 100 videos in the

TB-100 [15] are presented. The two best results are displayed in red and blue, respectively.

ETT MUSTer LCT-Deep SRDCF LCT MEEM Staple DSST KCF STRUCK TLD ROT

Mean OP 63.7 58.9 59.4 60.0 57.4 53.9 58.1 52.0 49.1 46.4 40.9 48.7
Mean DP 76.2 72.1 73.6 71.8 69.9 71.1 71.3 63.2 64.6 59.6 52.5 60.0
Mean FPS 18.1 5.0 17.9 6.6 17.1 13.5 17.6 37.7 245 10.5 25.3 28.6
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Success plots of OPE − Out−of−Plane Rotation (64)
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Success plots of OPE − Background Clutters (32)
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Fig. 6. Quantitative results on TB-100 [33] for 8 challenging attributes: illumination variation, scale variation, occlusion, deformation, motion blur,
out-of-plane rotation, out-of-view, background clutters.

challenging attributes on TB-100 [15] in Figure 6. As observed
from the figure, the proposed tracker ETT outperforms other
methods by a huge margin in all the attributes, particularly
in handling occlusion, deformation, scale variation, out-of-
plane rotation and out-of-view, which can be attributed to the
effectiveness of event-triggered detection approach in relocating
target when tracking drifts occur. It also demonstrates that
the proposed event based triggering mechanism can accurately
recognize tracking failure effectively. Note that the trackers
MUSTer, LCT, LCT-Deep and TLD also include a detection
module, however, they show their limitations in handling these
challenging situations.

d) Comparisons on tracking speed: With the configuration
in Section V-A, we compare the speed of the 11 trackers on a
platform with Intel Xeon E5-1630 3.70 GHz CPU and 16.0
GB RAM. The results for all these trackers are listed in Table
IV, based on which the following observations are made. 1) It is
seen that ETT tracker not only achieves the highest tracking pre-
cision but also operates in real-time. 2) Compared to the trackers
LCT and MUSTer, which also adopt re-detection modules, ETT
tracker improves significantly both on distance precision and
overlap precision, and in the meantime, its tracking speed is
faster than that of LCT and MUSTer. 3) Although trackers KCF
and DSST give faster tracking speed, their tracking accuracies
are unsatisfactory. On the other hand, our ETT tracker improves
significantly on tracking accuracy, while with a similar tracking
speed when compared to MEEM, Staple, LCT, and SRDCF.

C. Evaluation on VOT16 [27] Dataset
In addition to TB-100, we also evaluate the proposed method

on VOT16 [27], which contains 60 challenging real-life videos.

We compare our tracker with the following state-of-the-art
methods: SCT4 [34], SODLT [35], DNT [36], DSST2014 [5],
KCF2014 [1], ANT [37], ASMS [38], TricTRACK [39], MAD
[40], SiamAN [41], SRDCF [17], TGPR [42], Staple [3] and
DeepSRDCF [17].

As shown in Figure 7, the proposed tracker ranks first in
terms of accuracy and third in terms of robustness. Among these
competitive trackers, the deep learning based ones (SODLT
[35], DNT [36], SiamAN [41] and DeepSRDCF [17]) generally
achieve a higher rank in robustness. However, the proposed
tracker achieves a good trade-off between robustness and accu-
racy which makes our methods competitive to the other trackers.
Note that, the deep learning based trackers usually have a low
tracking speed [43] and require additional hardware support
of GPU. Our proposed tracker runs on CPU only and can
achieve a speed of 18 FPS, which makes it suitable for real-
time applications.

D. Discussion on Failure Cases
The proposed tracker may not perform well for some ex-

tremely challenging cases such as the hand, fish1 in VOT16
[27] and the Diving, Jump in TB-100 [15]. For the former
sequences, the target is quite similar to interference of sur-
roundings, resulting in that the ETT can hardly extract useful
spatial and temporal loss information to verify current tracking
performance. In such an environment, the proposed tracker
could not effectively identify the drift cases since Criteria 1 and
2 are hardly satisfied. For the latter sequences, the ETT fails to
restore the tracker from tracking drift due to the limitation of
features used to describe the target and candidates. In fact, the
aforementioned sequences are so challenging that most of the
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Fig. 7. Accuracy-robustness ranking plot for the state-of-the-art compari-
son.

trackers cannot perform well. On the other hand, the compar-
ison results on these two large datasets with various objects
demonstrate that the proposed tracking algorithm is able to
detect occlusion and drift accurately, which promptly triggers to
address the tracking failure by re-detecting the target. As such,
higher tracking accuracy is achieved while the tracking speed is
also improved. In conclusion, based on the experimental results,
the proposed ETT approach is proven to be sufficiently effective
and efficient to handle various environmental challenges.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we present a simple but effective tracking frame-
work by proposing event-triggered tracking algorithms with
occlusion and drift detection. The overall tracker is decomposed
into several independent modules involving different subtasks.
An event-triggered decision model is proposed to coordinate
those modules in various scenarios. Moreover, a novel occlusion
and drift detection algorithm is proposed in this paper to tackle
the general yet challenging drift and occlusion problems. Our
tracking algorithm outperforms the state-of-the-art trackers in
terms of both tracking speed and accuracy, in TB-100 [15] and
VOT16 [27] benchmarks.
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